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Abstract: this
t paper trie
es to develop a method to
calculate the optimum operating cond
ditions for an
‘
Safetty System’ co
onsisting of a
integrated ‘Tunnel
ventilation‐‐ and water mist
m system bo
oth activated
by a detectiion system.
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I. INTR
RODUCTION
N
Underground transport facilities (road, rail,
l
in the
metro) in Europe aree sensitive links
economic chain that carry
c
millions of people
and tons of goods evvery day an
nd they are
growing in importtance. Therefore a
breakdown
n in op
perations can have
catastrophic consequences. That iss why safety
precautions are vitallyy important By far the
greatest rissk is a fire of
o a heavy good
g
vehicle
which can be a threat for the passsengers life
caused by toxic
t
combustion gases, exceedingly
high tempeeratures, tottal loss of visibility
v
and
the panic reactions
r
of drivers and passengers.
The emerggency servicees are usuallly hindered
by the smoke and gass generated by the fire
which at the same time causses serious
damage to
o the infrastrructure of th
he transport
facility.
The dramaatic events in
i the Montt Blanc and
Tauern tun
nnels triggereed a wide pu
ublic debate
on the safeety of road and rail tunnels leading
to demands for comprehens
c
sive safety
precautions to safegguard the survival of
travellers, to keep dam
mage to the facility to a
minimum and
a to mainttain its availaability.
Results of full‐scale teests in the Runehamar
tunnel, of Heavy Good
ds Vehicle (HGV) loads,
are used to
o asses theoretical calcullations form
the author in every secction of the paper.
p

II. RISK A
ANALYSIS & DESIGN FIRES
Fire risk can bee represente
ed as “Fire Risk =
Prob
bability x Consequence” wheree the
prob
bability com
mponent is the likeliho
ood of
vario
ous causes o
of fire and the consequ
uences
component is o
obtained from
m the fire growth
g
charracteristics such as the combu
ustible
mateerial (techniccal systems, vehicles and
d their
good
ds) and co
onditions (vventilation speed
hum
midity) in the tunnel .
The paper deescribes a methodologgy to
orst case firre design sccenario
indeentify the wo
using logical trree structurres in whicch the
causses are deteermined by a “fault treee” and
the consequence
c
es by using an
a “event treee” .
The output are a numerous numbers of fire
scen
narios of whiich the worst case will be used
to quantify the ““design fire” in order to design
the detection‐,
d
ssmoke and water
w
mist systems.
Wheen designin
ng tunnelss, there is
i
no
oppo
ortunity to calculate and analysse the
indivvidual heat eevolving. Insstead of desccribing
of fires in termss of a “corre
ect” standarrd fire,
charracteristic ccurves were
e establisheed to
desccribe the ccharacteristicc of an avverage
used
tunn
nel
fire.
The
common
fire‐characteristiic curves are
e shown on (FIG. 1)

FIG. 1: COMMON USED FIRE‐CHAR
RACTERISTIC CUR
RVES

This paper contains an overview off peak HRRs
and tempeeratures of four large‐scale tests
(T1‐T4) in a mock‐up off a Heavy Go
oods Vehicle
(HGV) traileer in the Run
nehamar tun
nnel.
Those resu
ults proves th
hat real firess not always
follow the standard chaaracteristic fire
f curves.

resp
pect to thee maximum
m allowed smoke
s
temperature an
nd acceptablle airflow sp
peed.
Existting experim
mental tunnel fire dataa have
been
n analysed to identiffy trends in the
variaation of firre growth rate at diffferent
longgitudinal vventilation velocities and
diffeerent positions of the fire
e ignition.

IV. W
WATER MISTT SYSTEMS
The core of watter mist systtems is the nozzle,
n
whicch does the atomization
n of water to
o small
drop
plets. The m
most often used atomization
mechanisms arre jetting and
a
swirlingg flow
nozzzles. This paper presents the princip
ples of
high‐pressure water mist fire
e fighting, fo
ocusing
to th
he nozzle dessign.

FIG. 2: STANDARD
S
CURV
VES <‐> REAL FIR
RE CURVE

Various waays exist to reepresent reaal design fire
curve for tunnels.
t
Thesse can includ
de different
fire growtth rates or combinatio
ons of fire
growth rates (e.g. linear, quadrattic etc )with
constant levels of heeat release rate (HRR)
o a decay period. This means that
coupled to
the curve has
h to be rep
presented with different
mathematiical expressions for diffferent time
periods. A more convenient way iss to describe
the desiggn fire curve with a single
mathematiical expressio
on (H. Ingaso
on).

III. VENTILA
ATION SYSTTEMS
Creating a smoke freee path for evacuation
and facilitaating fire figghters to acccess the fire
is critical for
f fire and
d rescue op
perations. A
means of achieving
a
th
his is to use ventilation
fans to blo
ow sufficien
nt air down the tunnel
ensuring no
n back‐layeering of sm
moke occurs
upstream of the fire.
The airflow
w necessaryy for such operation
o
is
known as the critical velocity. The
T
critical
velocity is a function of a numbeer of factors
r
tunnel
which includes the heeat release rate,
a tunnel geometry.
g
C
Calculations
gradient and
are made to determine the maxximum HRR
ntilation sysstem can handle
h
with
that a ven

The length of the water mistt zones is assessed
by sttudying the influence of the ventilattion on
the droplets beh
havior by a simplified method
m
calcu
ulating the horizontal traject of diffferent
sized
d droplets att different ve
entilation speeeds.

Calcculations arre made to
o determine the
maxximum HRR that a waater mist system
s
com
mbined with
h a ventilation system
m can
hand
dle. The outtcome of the
ese calculations is
thatt fully developed fires (e.g. in the range
of 200
2 MW) caan never be
een controllled by
thosse systems. By means of
o early detection
and activation iit is possible
e to control those
oad of 200M
MW) in
firess (with a pottential fire lo
an early
e
stage o
of their deve
elopment.

V. D
DETECTION SYSTEMS
The automatic ffire detection in a road tunnel
with
h the possib
bility to triggger automaatically
meaasures and interactions is crucial in the
prottection concept. The most imp
portant
deteection techno
ologies are explained
e
and their
asseessment fo
or the re
equirementss are
evaluated. The p
performance
e requiremen
nts for
nel fire detecction system
ms are described in
tunn
ordeer to give thee reader an evaluation
e
gu
uide.
It’s being reco
ognised thaat a linearr heat
deteection using fibre optic cables and
d laser
tech
hnology pro
ovides a reliable
r
dettection
tech
hnology esp
pecially forr tunnels. Often
mod
dern traffic ccontrol syste
ems equipped with

CCTV cameras together with smoke and
exhaust gas measurement are there to help
recognising and localising a fire accident in
combination with a fire detection system.
These detection devices give designers tools
to design or re‐design the systems
dimensioning in terms of zone sizing.

VI. CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
A protection concept for road tunnels shall
consist of the following points:
• Structural and organizational measures:
escape tunnels, escape areas, rapid smoke
extraction, rescue procedures.
• Accurate and timely fire location that is not
averted by strong air currents.
• Automatic triggering of interactions to
control traffic, to assess the risk at the site of
the fire, to control ventilation and alarm the
emergency services.

• Automatic control of extinguishing
systems to hold down the fire and control the
temperature until the emergency services can
be deployed.
The three elements studied in this paper must
be designed to work together as part of an
integrated ‘Tunnel Safety System’ rather than
being dimensioned as individual systems.
The optimum operating conditions for our
integrated ‘Tunnel Safety System’ is more
important than the individual performance of
the systems.
Achieving seamless interaction with these
systems, delivered by different system
providers and having different operational
priorities is one of the greatest tunnel fire
protection challenge

